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Abstract 

The comprehensive test of modern communication systems leads to large and 
complex test suites which have to be maintained throughout the system life-cycle. 
Experience with those written in the standardised Testing and Test Control 
Notation (TTCN-3) has shown that the maintenance of test suites is a non-trivial 
task and its burden can be reduced with appropriate tool support. To this aim, 
we have developed the TRex tool, published as open-source under the Eclipse 
Public License, which supports the assessment and automatic restructuring of 
TTCN-3 test suites by providing suitable metrics and refactorings. Besides 
presenting TRex and its functionality, the main contribution of this paper is the 
discussion of complexity metrics for TTCN-3 test suites.  

 

1 Introduction 

The Testing and Test Control Notation (TTCN-3) [ETS05, GHR+03] is a test 
specification and test implementation language standardised by the European 
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Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU). While TTCN-3 has its roots in functional black-box 
testing of telecommunication systems, it is nowadays also used in other domains such 
as Internet protocols, automotive, aerospace, or service-oriented architectures. TTCN-3 
can be used not only for specifying and implementing functional tests, but also for 
scalability, robustness or stress tests. TTCN-3 is based on a textual core notation and 
several presentation formats.  

Commercial TTCN-3 tools [Ope06, Tel06, Tes06] and in-house solutions support 
editing test suites and compiling them into executable code. By implementing the 
interfaces of the standardised TTCN-3 runtime environment, these tools also allow 
TTCN-3 test campaigns to be managed and executed.  

Experience within Motorola has shown that not only editing and executing TTCN-3 
test suites, but also maintenance of TTCN-3 test suites is an important issue which 
requires tool support [BLW05]. For example, the conversion of a legacy test suite for a 
UMTS based component to TTCN-3 resulted in 60,000 lines of code which were hard 
to read, hard to (re-)use, and hard to maintain.  

Currently, no tools for assessing and improving the quality of TTCN-3 test suites 
exist.  To this end, Motorola has collaborated with the University of Göttingen to 
develop a TTCN-3 refactoring and metrics tool, called TRex. The initial aims of TRex 
were to: (1) enable the assessment of a TTCN-3 test suite with respect to lessons learnt 
from experience, (2) provide a means of detecting opportunities to avoid any issues, and 
(3) a means for restructuring TTCN-3 test suites to improve them with respect to any 
existing issues. To let others participate in our tool and to participate in contributions 
from others, we have made TRex a general open-source quality assurance and quality 
improvement tool for TTCN-3 test suites.  

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we will give a short overview of 
TRex’s functionality and its refactoring capabilities. Then, in Section 3, we will present 
the usage of metrics to assess TTCN-3 test suites, in particular our latest results on the 
applicability of complexity metrics. Finally, we conclude with a summary and outlook. 

2 Overview of the TRex tool 

TRex is implemented1 as an Eclipse plug-in and therefore, anyone who has experience 
with the Eclipse Platform [Ecl06], e.g. by using the popular Java Development Tools 
(JDT), will immediately feel comfortable with TRex. The TTCN-3 perspective of TRex 
allows editing of TTCN-3 core notation as well as assessing and improving the quality 
of TTCN-3 test suites.  

TRex provides editing facilities known from a typical Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE). These include a Navigator view for project browsing, an editor 

                                                           
1 A description of the implementation of TRex is available in a previous paper 
[BEG+06]. 
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with syntax highlighting and checking according to the latest TTCN-3 core language 
specification (v3.1.1), an Outline view providing a tree representation of the TTCN-3 
structure for the currently edited file, Content Assist which automatically completes 
identifiers from their prefix and scope, a code formatter, a reference finder which 
displays all references to a given element, and the possibility to jump to the declaration 
of a given reference. In addition, to allow the edited tests to be compiled and run 
against either a real or emulated system under test, the Telelogic Tau G2/Tester [Tel06] 
analyser and compiler t3cg is integrated into the TRex environment.  

As a powerful means for improving the quality of TTCN-3 test suites, TRex is able 
to restructure test suites in an automated way. This is achieved by using refactoring 
which is defined as “a change made to the internal structure of software to make it 
easier to understand and cheaper to modify without changing its observable behavior” 
[Fow99]. While refactoring is well known for implementation languages like Java, it 
has not been systematically studied for TTCN-3. Thus, we developed a catalogue of 49 
refactorings applicable for TTCN-3 [Zei06, ZNG+06]. In TRex, we have begun 
implementing those refactorings which we believe would improve the maintainability 
of Motorola’s test suites and have so far completed the Inline Template, Inline Template 
Parameter, Merge Templates, and Rename refactorings. As an example, we describe 
the Inline Template refactoring in detail.  

For specifying test data, TTCN-3 uses templates. A template may either be defined 
as a named entity or “on-the-fly” using an inline template notation. The first way 
promotes re-use since a template definition may be referenced at several locations. In 
contrast, test behaviour may be easier to understand if it uses inline templates, since 
inline templates define test data at the same location where it is actually used for 
sending or receiving.  

The Inline Template refactoring allows a template reference to be transformed into 
its semantically equivalent inline template notation. The application of this refactoring 
is particularly reasonable if a template is only referenced once. When applying this 
refactoring to a template reference, TRex opens a wizard dialogue which offers 
configuration for the Inline Template refactoring. As shown in Figure 1, it is possible to 
remove the declaration of a template if it was referenced only once and the Formatter 
may additionally be used to obtain a pretty-printed template. Before a refactoring is 

Fig. 1: Wizard for the configuration of the Inline Template refactoring 
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actually applied, the refactoring wizard displays a preview of all resulting changes 
(Figure 2).  

These refactorings are typically semi-automated, since the user has to identify 
locations where they should be applied (as known from JDT for example). However, as 
shown in the next section, TRex can also automatically identify such locations using 
metrics. 

3 Metrics 

Metrics are a powerful means to assess software and to control software development. 
According to Fenton et al. [FP97], software metrics can be classified into measures for 
properties or attributes of processes, resources, and products. For each class, internal 
and external attributes can be distinguished. External attributes refer to how a process, 
resource, or product relates to its environment; internal attributes are properties of a 
process, resource, or product on its own, i.e. separate from any interactions with its 
environment. Hence, to measure external attributes of a product, execution of the 
product is required, whereas for measuring internal attributes, static analysis is 
sufficient.  

Internal product metrics can be structured into size and structural metrics. Size 
metrics measure properties of the number of usage of programming or specification 
language constructs. Structural metrics analyse the structure of a program or 
specification. The most popular examples are coupling metrics and complexity metrics 

Fig. 2: Wizard for the preview of the Inline Template refactoring 
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based on control flow or call graphs. In the remainder, we consider only internal 
product metrics for TTCN-3 test suites.  

Most of the known metrics related to tests concern processes and resources, but not 
products, i.e. test suites. From those known metrics which relate to tests as product, 
most are simple size metrics: Vega et al. [VSD06], for example, propose several 
internal and external size metrics for TTCN-3 test suites. Only Sneed [Sne04] is known 
to include metrics for measuring the complexity of testcases as well as the quality of 
testcases. However, Sneed’s complexity and test quality metrics use only size metrics as 
input, i.e. they cannot be regarded as structural metrics.  

Concerning metrics for measuring complexity of control structures, the most 
prominent complexity metric is the Cyclomatic Complexity from McCabe [McC76, 
WM96]. The Cyclomatic Complexity v (G) of a control flow graph G can be defined2 
as: v (G) = e−n+2, where e is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes in G. 
The informal interpretation is that a linear control flow has a complexity of 1 and each 
branching increases the complexity by 1, i.e. v (G) measures the number of branches. 
The Cyclomatic Complexity metric is descriptive, enabling the identification of 
software that is error-prone, hard to read, hard to understand, hard to modify, and hard 
to maintain. But, it is also prescriptive, helping to control and improve software, for 
example by identifying complex modules which should be split into several simpler 
ones [WM96]. McCabe suggests to use a boundary value of 10, i.e. behaviour with a 
higher Cyclomatic Complexity is considered to be too complex and should thus be 
avoided or refactored. 

3.1 Size metrics 

In TRex, we use size metrics to identify locations where it might be beneficial to apply 
a particular refactoring. Figure 3(a) shows the TTCN-3 Metrics view for basic size 
metrics (e.g. Number of … and References to … for various definitions). Based on these 
metrics, we have defined several rules by which the templates of a TTCN-3 test suite 
can be analysed, e.g. looking at number of references, use of parameters, 
commonalities, etc. From these, TRex is able to identify problematic code fragments 
and to suggest suitable refactorings. For example, templates which are never referenced 
can be removed; templates which are only referenced once can be inlined. These 
suggestions are displayed in the Problems view as warnings (Figure 3(c)) and can either 
be treated merely as indicators that should be taken into account whilst working on the 
test suite, or an associated Quick Fix can be invoked via the context menu to perform a 
suggested refactoring automatically (Figure 3(b)). A more detailed description of our 

                                                           
2 Several ways of defining v (G) can be found in literature. The above definition 
assumes that G has a single entry and a single exit point. In the presence of several exit 
points, this assumption can be maintained by adding edges from all exit points to a 
single exit point. 
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rules and of the above basic size metrics is available in our previous paper on TTCN-3 
refactoring [ZNG+06]. 

 

3.2 Structural metrics 

To assess the overall quality of TTCN-3 test suites, we investigated several structural 
metrics and implemented them in TRex. 

Coupling metrics 

We designed a coupling metric called Template Coupling to measure the dependence of 
test behaviour and test data in the form of template definitions, i.e. whether a change of 
test data requires changing test behaviour and vice versa. The value range is between 1 
(behaviour statements refer only to template definitions or use wildcards) and 3 
(behaviour statements only use inline templates). For good maintainability, a 
decoupling of test data and test behaviour (i.e. Template Coupling close to 1) is 
advantageous and for improved readability, most templates shall be inline templates 
(i.e. Template Coupling close to 3). A more detailed discussion of this metric is 
provided in a previous paper [ZNG+06]. 

  

(a) TTCN-3 Metrics View (b) TRex’s Quick Fix suggestion 

 

(c) TRex’s rule based refactoring suggestions 

Fig. 3: TRex’s size metrics and related functionality 
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Complexity metrics 

For assessing the control flow complexity of TTCN-3 test suites, we use McCabe’s 
Cyclomatic Complexity v (G). For calculating v (G), TRex builds up the control flow 
graph G of each behaviour specification (function, testcase, altstep, control part). The 
control flow graph constituents created for statements like if, while, for, etc. are straight 
forward as suggested by McCabe. However, the alt statement (and altstep respectively), 
which allows alternative test behaviour to be described, is unique to TTCN-3. Its 
semantics are that incoming messages and events are observed until one of the 
alternative branches matches. Thus, the resulting control flow graph of an alt or altstep 
statement resembles the control graph structure of a select case construct or switch case 
construct respectively. As a result, each alternative branch increases the Cyclomatic 
Complexity by 1. Figure 4 provides an example of an alt statement and its 
corresponding control flow graph visualised by TRex in the TTCN-3 Control Flow 
Graph view using the Eclipse Graphical Editing Framework (GEF) [GEF06].  

TRex calculates the Cyclomatic Complexity v (G) of each function, testcase, 
altstep, and control part. To allow an overall assessment of the quality of a test suite, 
we additionally calculate arithmetic averages v (G) and their standard deviationsσ . 

 
v (All behaviour): The average Cyclomatic Complexity over all functions, testcases, 

altsteps and control parts of a test suite. 
v  (All behaviour except control part): The average Cyclomatic Complexity over all 

functions, testcases and altsteps. 
v (All behaviour except control part and linear behaviour): The average 

Cyclomatic Complexity over all functions, testcases and altsteps that have a 
Cyclomatic Complexity greater than one. 

v (Language elements): The average Cyclomatic Complexity over the specified 
language elements such as functions, testcases, altsteps, or control parts. 

Fig. 4: alt statement and corresponding control flow graph 
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v (Behaviour running on components): The average Cyclomatic Complexity of all 
functions, testcases and altsteps with a runs on clause grouped according to 
the components on which they run on. The averages can be calculated on 
different levels: per component and over all components. The considered 
value in this paper is the latter. 

v (Testcases including referenced behaviour): The Cyclomatic Complexity of a 
testcase including all behaviour called or started by a testcase. To be able to 
calculate this metric, TRex creates the call graph for each testcase. This call 
graph consists of all functions and altsteps which are directly and indirectly 
called by a testcase as well as any defaults which are activated from nodes of 
this call graph. The averages can be calculated on different levels: per 
testcase and over all testcases. The considered value in this paper is the latter. 

 
Table 1 presents selected measurements applying these metrics to two different test 

suites: one published by ETSI [ETS04] for the SIP protocol and one which is currently 
under development at ETSI for the IPv6 protocol. The upper part of Table 1 includes a 
few basic size metrics to give an impression about the quantities of the measured 
behaviour.  

Metric SIP vσ  IPv6 vσ  

Lines of code 42397  46163  
Number of control parts 1  3  
Number of functions 785  643  
Number of functions with runs on 230  616  
Number of functions without runs on 555  27  
Number of testcases 528  295  
Number of altsteps 10  11  
Number of components 2  10  
v (All behaviour) 2.43 0.41 2.11 0.29 
v (All behaviour except control part) 2.01 0.05 1.83 0.06 
v (All behaviour except control part and 
linear behaviour) 

4.12 0.11 3.44 0.14 

v (Control part) 542 n/a 90.33 89.3 
v (All functions) 1.80 0.07 2.13 0.08 
v (Functions with runs on) 3.57 0.16 2.06 0.07 
v (Functions without runs on) 1.07 0.04 3.70 1.00 
v (Testcases) 2.32 0.09 1.03 0.03 
v (Altsteps) 2.80 0.25 5.82 1.17 
v (Behaviour running on components) 2.70 0.08 2.24 0.10 
v (Testcases including referenced behaviour) 2.59 0.01 3.61 0.02 

Table 1: SIP and IPv6 test suite metrics 
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The average Cyclomatic Complexities have been measured in various groupings. In 
both test suites, the main control parts ( v (Control part)) tend to be extreme outliers. 
The reason is that the control parts contain many if statements to select the test cases to 
be executed depending on sets of capabilities of the implementation. Therefore, we 
provide also v (All behaviour except control part). In addition, we noticed that both test 
suites contain a lot of behaviour with the minimal Cyclomatic Complexity of 1, i.e. they 
contain linear control flows only. To get an impression of the Cyclomatic Complexity 
without these two extremes, we calculate as well v (All behaviour except control part 
and linear behaviour): it is roughly twice as high as v (All behaviour). The Cyclomatic 
Complexity of functions have been measured in different variants as well: in TTCN-3, 
behaviour running on a component is often concerned with sending and receiving 
messages and hence, the nature of behaviour running on a component ( v (Functions 
with runs on)) and behaviour not running on a component ( v (Functions without runs 
on)) might be different. Concerning the metrics v (Behaviour running on components) 
and v (Testcases including referenced behaviour), it should be noted that Table 1 does 
not present the averages for each individual component or testcase respectively, but 
instead averages over all of them. As a result, components on which, for example, only 
little behaviour is running are weighted in the same way as components on which a lot 
of behaviour is running. TRex allows these metrics to be displayed per component or 
per function respectively, too.  

The standard deviations do not yield big surprises. There is only one control part in 
the SIP test suite. Hence, there is no standard deviation. The control part deviation of 
the IPv6 test suite reflects the fact that there is a single complex main control part which 
can be controlled through module parameters and two others with a linear control flow. 
Hence, there is a high standard deviation and the corresponding complexity value is 
lower than the one of the single SIP control part.  

It is remarkable that except for the control part, the Cyclomatic Complexity of 
individual behaviour is mostly below the boundary value of 10 suggested by McCabe.3 
Initially, we expected that the Cyclomatic Complexities of test cases would violate this 
boundary value, due to frequent usage of alt and altstep statements which may contain 
many alternative branches. Even McCabe already discusses the exemption of switch 
case constructs from the boundary value of 10 [WM96]. However, our results suggest 
that boundary values need not be changed for TTCN-3 test suites except for the control 
part.  

The fact that the complexity of control parts is in the order of one to two magnitudes 
larger than the traditional boundary value, might indicate that TTCN-3 lacks language 
constructs suitable for the control part. Even though the introduction of such language 
constructs would not change the Cyclomatic Complexity of the corresponding control 
flow graph, such instructions would nevertheless improve internal quality properties 
like readability and maintainability. While TTCN-3 does not have such simplifying 
                                                           
3 In Table 1, all Cyclomatic Complexities, except the ones for the control part, are 
below the boundary due to averaging. 
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constructs yet, it may be reasonable to handle the control part as a special case. A 
possible approach could be to increase the boundary value by the number of statements 
which execute a test case and are guarded by a condition. 

4 Summary and outlook 

We presented TRex, a general open-source quality assessment and quality improvement 
tool for TTCN-3 test suites. TRex is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in and provides 
metrics and refactoring for TTCN-3. Special rules, which interpret metric values, 
support an automatic refactoring of TTCN-3 test suites. Furthermore, we investigated 
several metrics to assess the overall quality of TTCN-3 test suites. Concerning the 
Cyclomatic Complexity, we found out that the traditional boundary value of 10 is still 
valid for TTCN-3 test suites, except for the control part. 

Future versions of TRex will include enhanced editing functionality and further 
refactoring, analyses, and metrics for TTCN-3 test suites. For example, we like to 
design a metric to assess the cohesion of TTCN-3 modules: the best practise in TTCN-3 
to separate data and behaviour into different modules, requires cohesion metrics which 
differ completely from known cohesion metrics for implementation languages. 
Furthermore, we only discussed complexity metrics regarding readability and 
maintenance properties. Constructs such as the interleave statement, alternatives, or 
even expressions would have to be modelled differently in the control flow graph if the 
semantical complexity is examined:  the interleave statement is in fact a shorthand for 
several interleaved alt statements; alt and altsteps constructs are usually implemented as 
a loop in which snapshots are taken; Boolean expressions are based on 
shortcut evaluation which leads to further branches in the control flow graph. Other 
interesting properties, e.g. those related to TTCN-3 defaults which can be activated and 
deactivated during runtime, cannot be assessed statically, but require a dynamic analysis 
which we would like to implement in the future.  

TRex is published as an open-source tool under the Eclipse Public License and is 
freely available at its website [TRe06]. We invite the TTCN-3 community to use the 
tool, share their experience, and participate in the future development of TRex. 
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